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Written Work

Dear Reader,
We are proud to present the Spring 2014 issue of The Streetcar, a
journal dedicated to the publication of creative works from students
across the disciplines and specializations at Mississippi State University.
Work on the second issue of the journal began with a new set of
challenges for our staff, including the appointment of many new
members to our executive board, ongoing efforts to shape our selection
and editing processes based on our experiences with the first issue, and
an overwhelming number of excellent submissions from our
student body.
While our first issue of The Streetcar showcased the complex
relationship between young adults and the deep-rooted traditions of
Mississippi, our second issue demonstrates a desire to break away from
Southern ideals in order to encompass a more holistic world view. Select
written pieces such as “Maa-Sha-Allah” and “Vieux Carré” explore
cultural identity through language and religion, experimenting with
the use of first-person narration in the understanding of other regions
and peoples. Much of the artwork in the journal, such as “Glory” and
“Naidu,” also captures the shift to multicultural interests, combatting
the nostalgic nature of the South with new faces and new perspectives
on issues relating to race, gender, socio-economic class and politics.
We would like to express our sincere thanks to the Shackouls Honors
College and the College of Arts & Sciences for their continuous support
throughout this process; to our faculty advisors, Dr. Shalyn Claggett and
Dr. Eric Vivier, for their guidance in the production of this journal; and
to our staff members who worked tirelessly to produce this collection
of submissions and to provide a constructive community for creative
expression at MSU.
This issue contains a high caliber of poetry, short fiction, creative
nonfiction and art of various mediums that is representative of the
essence of the intellectual and creative community at Mississippi State
University. We hope you find as much joy in the pages that follow as
we do.
Hannah Humphrey and Daniel Hart
Editors-in-Chief 2013-2014
Kylie Dennis and Dakotah Daffron
Editors-in-Chief 2014-2015
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Memory in Motion

Lightning

I spilled nostalgia everywhere.
It ran into the cracks and crevices—
The little pores of life
were filled by the pieces
that your fingers can’t quite reach.
We are nothing more than
tight spaces that fingers
can’t dig into,
filling up with memories;
crumbs of the past wedged
into tiny corners,
packed hard and fast against
the sharp nails of life
that want to dig us out
until nothing remains
but an empty shell.
Resistant nostalgia clings,
gumming up the cogs
of a clean ending—
tickling the edges
of an empty room,
begging it to be
full.

Breaking ocean waves,
the crack of baseball and bat,
sudden breathless tension builds offshore.

Alisha Britnell

Catherine Dunn

Jagged eggshell edge
of white light illuminates the black
empty endless sea.
Then the crash, porcelain dish,
a crackle of fire igniting the night,
hairs on end, alive and electrical.
Blood vessels burst
in the veins that branch across your chest,
leaving lovely wounds.
Scarred skin and charred hair,
Blinded eyes, every nerve a butterfly—
things lightning leaves behind.
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Three plaques, but only one tree
Dakotah Daffron

This poem was inspired by an article written about the death of three
students at George Washington University in January 2014. The
students were not connected in any way, and their deaths occurred
within a week of each other. At their memorial, they were not
remembered as individuals, but rather as a tragedy. I wanted to focus
more on the students.

Look at them. They stand there with teary eyes
and forced expressions of sadness. Don’t they realize
they killed us? Why is she crying? She never seemed to care
when we were alive. None of them did. That’s
why we are in these wooden boxes. Watch out, man,
I think I see that girl you hooked up with freshman
year headed over, and the waterworks are in full
force. Maybe if they showed this much attention
a year ago none of this would’ve happened.
Between classes and a lack of social life, I’ve been fucked
up for a while now. But it would have helped right? I mean look
at what’s going on right now. Each of us off ourself
separately, yet we are thrown together into one memorial.
Three plaques, but only one tree. Forever remembered as
the “Three Tragedies of West Hall.” Our faces may
be on that marker, but give it a week, and we will
be buried beneath sap and bird shit. We were
nothing to this school. Now, we are just faces
under this willow tree in the courtyard. Why couldn’t they put
us somewhere higher?

Moons

Sam Kealhofer

In the past
I would compare
Believing in things
That weren’t really there,
To setting your logic up
With a noose and a chair
But over the years, after what I’ve seen done
By myself and everyone,
It is easy to see
That we are certainly no suns
Rather, a better metaphor to express
Is that even at our best,
We are simply waning moons
Which merely reflect
A light, a consciousness
One we don’t fully understand
But this does not stop a moon
from lighting up the whole land
The moon, he shines
And does not ask
Who the source is
Of the light he casts.
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Letter to Sanctum Martin
Lucas Foley

“Oh the comfort–the inexpressible comfort of feeling safe
with a person…”
-Dinah Craik, A Life for a Life
I hope this finds you well. Is everything okay? I hear Martha
died. She was swell in my book. My last days are here, too.
Everything is so small. They are tiny blinks in the sky. It’ll all
be over soon, though. I leave this for you to remember. Think
of the times we shared: our childhood memories, charred by
our own wrinkles. These sacred thoughts leave our minds,
and you know, it doesn’t bother me. Some things we have
experienced should be eradicated from existence. Every
stroke of my pen is labored, both with the hardship of age
and the wisdom that comes with it.
What happened to the wisdom-less innocence? Did that day
pass us by because of the shed blood of guilt and depression
spread over our doorstep? I believe so. Our never-ending
strain brought into our DNA from years of change is quite a
feat. Our ancestors should be proud. Can you recall the old
building we used to go to when we broke curfew? Do you
see the aged brick of those buildings in your mind’s eye? I
remember when they were new. Now we, like those chipped
bricks of fate, will soon face demolition and be forgotten.

mockingbird. Its voice was the same as all the others that
surrounded it. I heard it calling to its bird friends: “Will you
accompany me to the bath, friends? Will you drink the same
water as I?” The mockingbird pleaded all morning. Like the
mockingbird’s friends, I grew tired of his calling and fell
asleep, listening instead to an argument between a husband
and his wife in the next tree.
My life has changed since we parted ways. Hold your
tongue—not all of it is bad. Though the hours, days, weeks,
and months drag by in a reverberating loop, the years are
gone. To where, I do not know. Please, Sanctum, tell me if
you find them; I am sure that you will someday. My father
asked me to find his, and his father asked him, and so on.
He said, “Son, one day you will find my years and lose yours,
and your son will take on the legacy of searching.” I have no
son, Sanctum. Who will find my years? Will they fade away at
the event horizon of age? Will you search for me, Sanctum?
Mildred has asked me to say hello to you. She is making tea
for me. I do not feel well but will soon be working on the
house again. Mildred drew it exactly how she wanted. Yes,
sir. You and Martha should come visit when you get back. I
should have it finished by then.

Everyone else is long since gone, Sanctum. I recall Mildred
once, asking me to dance. Our dance lasted 53 years.
Sometimes, I can hear her calling me to come join her once
more, but I am afraid. My fears run deep, Sanctum. You
know, I never told you, but the very first time I met you, I
feared you. Silly, right?

This knowledge weighs on me: how I will die and when.
It is a weight that I cannot bear alone. I miss Martha and
Mildred. Two peas in a pod, those two. I’m just so damn
lonely now, and I can do nothing about it. Experts have said
sooner rather than later. There is no telling, though. My
uncle Royce was a later. Maybe I will be, too. Every second
I waste here is taking away my time left with Mildred. She
keeps calling for me, Sanctum. I’m following her. I have
decided that tonight I will bathe with the mockingbird and
listen to his sweet sonnet.

Oh, listen to me, Sanctum. I’m recalling these like I am
writing my own eulogy. It’s a warm day today. I opened my
window this morning and was greeted with the sound of a

You may be wondering why I write to you after all this
time. I assure you there is reason beyond this mad speech
that you read before you. In my dying days, I have taken
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on this corpse’s words. My groans and grumbles become
more frequent, and the mental capacity I lack now exceeds
more than I have. You were aware of this from the start. The
judgmental bypass that was awarded to me those many years
ago, I fear, will not carry me past the mouth of the tunnel.
My hands, the tiny legs that walk the bed; each finger, and
outsource of my life, dying away, one at a time. This rush
of excitement is almost too much for even me! Mildred
made fresh cookies, though they taste of cotton. My mouth
does not accept the gift and rebukes each crumb as if it was
poison. General, you remember my old dog, don’t you, came
to my bed early this morning. His large head rested in my
lap, his warm drool seeping through my groin and onto the
bed. Mildred would have been mad, but she is gone.
Sanctum, my Sanctum, why did you leave me to die, too?
Each breath is a step closer to death. My life is death. I must
confess to those things which define my life: blood, breath,
and love. They are all evil things. They are things you cannot
live without but also bring death closer every moment. My
only regret is that I did not see the mountains before I die...
Sanctum, my Sanctum, you did not leave me, but I, you.
You were a friend to me since birth. You were my mother’s
bosom. I threw you away, and yet you remained in the
shadows. You waited for me to return to you, so that you
could fill me once again with your safety. In my deepest
trenches, you mark the very ground I walk with your
memories of once-was. You are a welcome plague to me. The
sweet poison drips from my lips as I haunt these ill-fated
memories. These cookies still taste like cotton. My parents
should be home soon. I think I will tell mother, but only after
she has had a bottle or two. She is never happy after work,
and if I bother her before she relaxes, she will be angry with
me. I don’t want to make her mad again. Are you still my
friend, Sanctum? Do you still play with me when mother
relaxes? When Father comes home from work and touches
me? Do we still play?

I can’t decide, Sanctum. Do I tell Mildred? You don’t know?
But you must know. You just don’t remember, is all. I cannot
tell Mildred. She will leave me forever. She is already gone,
but her memory is here with me. If I tell her now, she will
be gone forever; a gentle whisper in the trees that pulls
me closer to her, while pushing her further away. She is
calling me, Sanctum. I will follow her voice tonight. She is
my mother’s bosom now. I rest in her memory and soon,
her arms. She will wrap me in pain and confusion. She will
suffocate me and drown me, giving me life. I had wanted to
join her sooner, but she would not let me accompany her on
the journey then. I need water. My throat and mouth are dry.
Do you have water, Mildred? Mother should have some...
Today, when I woke up, I felt the sun’s rays warming the
sheets I had soiled last night. Mildred came in to fix them,
but it wasn’t her. It’s never her. I have reread the letter up
to this point since my awakening, and I apologize for the
absentmindedness. I am too tired to rewrite this to you. I
pray that it will not happen again. The men in white have
told me my time is almost up. They come in, riding their
screaming beasts. The beasts disturb me. They are loud and
ugly. When they come, I hide. They cannot find me in my
place of peace, Sanctum. I cannot even find myself there.
These soiled covers provide me with a home. They are my
home now, just like these walls that grow ever closer. They
suffocate me each morning and night, when my mind is the
sharpest. I am most aware of my surroundings and what is
actually happening to me; and then the beasts come. They
screech. They yell. I’m scared.
What am I supposed to do, Sanctum? I lay here incessantly,
trying to grasp the reason why everything I am is being lost
to everything I once was. When I see my yellow wallpaper,
the lines of white that separate the bright sunshine yellow,
I imagine bars of unquenchable heat keeping me in. I am
surrounded by yellow life but cannot escape from the white
torture. I spend hours planning my escape, only to find that I
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am too weak to finish my plans. I remember my first bicycle
accident. I was four. My mother had just given me the bike
without the training wheels. I was so excited to become a
man and ride without any help, from plastic or person. When
she let go, I rode for a while. I was enjoying my freedom,
laughing at the neighbors’ dog as I sped away on wheels of
adulthood. I was too busy being young and mature to see the
car backing from its driveway. I still have the scars from the
accident. I still have the scars that she gave me.
My water is running low, Mildred.
I slept all this morning, which is unusual. I kept expecting
Mildred to wake me, but it wasn’t her. It’s never her. She
fed me, bathed me, and clothed me. How about that? An
intruder that gives! She left, though. Now, I sit here alone,
waiting for Mildred to call me to come dance with the
mockingbird.
Sanctum, my time is almost up. I have run as far as I can
and done all I know to do. I can feel my skin, my very pores,
loosening to allow my soul to pass through. I am tired,
Sanctum. My heart has been beating since before my time
on this earth came, but it will stop beating right when it is
supposed to. You have been a great friend, Sanctum. You
have made me feel whole; I am able to spot my own sunset.
My sunset is here. She is wearing the same dress as the
day I proposed to her. My sunset is here to dance. Tell the
mockingbird goodbye. Tell his friends to listen. Though the
mockingbird sings the same song, he has a different voice.
Goodbye, Sanctum. I see Mildred once again.
Hello, Sanctum.

Oranges

Zane Parker III
I wind my ear down on a bare oaken floor
As I was taught many decades past
When Spanish moss, languid, crept across orchards,
And we held our sisters tight.
How solemn is waiting for ghosts of vibrations
To signal arrival of travelers in beige cloaks.
Once we hurried south
But found our efforts revolting—
Blaring flashes of whips in a whirl.
We resolved that the woods and the water would take us home.
Home to everlasting light.
To our estranged mothers and juice from ripe oranges
Placed in earthen bowls.
Dust falls now
To cover our burdens from view
Of children and grey-haired wisdom.
And sleep, that devil,
Allows us to rest once more.
This is no family tree.
One branch hangs low.
Ruts in the mud tell stories of those who wrestled with time.
And time continued, cold as it is.
I wonder how the sparrows felt.
What they saw as our bodies elevated writhing—
Faces turned to bright heaven and feet pointed bargaining
for mass
—expediently failed.
And our memory all but erased.
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Reservoir

Inappropriate Apostrophe

Neat rows of houses, all alike in structure
hope to be noticed, remembered.
They are still down there.
Not completely forgotten but not as useful
as they once were, they sit.
Not washed away–just resting.
Peaceful. Quiet. Waiting.

Thomas Hill was just as average as his name. He rarely did
anything of consequence and was utterly unexceptional,
apart from the exceptional thing he did That One Time. He
was only twenty and considered himself a has-been. He lived
in a normal apartment, which was small and boxish and
also inhabited by Italics, his cat. He wore painfully common
clothes, such as baggy sweaters with lame patterns and polite
jeans with no holes in them. He possessed average curly
brown hair that never actually touched his brown eyes but
was never higher than his bushy eyebrows. And before That
One Time, you could not pick Thomas Hill out of a crowd in
a small town. That One Time–three years ago, when Thomas
was seventeen–he wrote a book. It was the only thing he had
ever written, and the only thing he had ever truly completed
in his life. Thomas was proud of this book because it topped
the charts of the New York Times Bestsellers List for one
week, and he was one of the youngest writers ever to do
that. He had thought the book was as average as every other
aspect of his life but discovered that his readers liked stories
about family and loss and stuff they could cry about.

Isabelle Lang

On the murky floor an alligator crawls past
the combination hair and nail salon.
The chairs don’t float, because they are bolted
to the floor but everything else does,
especially the aerosol cans of special-ordered
hair spray that smelled like pineapples—
a treat for the girls on prom night.
The scaly customer ambles further down Main Street;
perhaps he is running errands.
A boat causes a wake on the surface,
and he rises to the top to investigate.
The coffee shop and the dollar store
stand at attention.
They know they will be avoided
thanks to the boat lanes,
but their doors swim open anyway:
an invitation.
A fisherman consults the reservoir map
and tells his friend to adjust the steering,
skirting the invisible structures below.
He sees the treetops, like leafless twigs,
sticking out of the water and asks
for another beer, as the gator’s snout
glides past them on his way out of town.

Becca Horton

Thomas cried a lot when his father died, but writing it all
down had brought some relief. Back then he couldn’t talk
to his mother about things; she had become catatonic. He
didn’t have any siblings. After his father’s death, his friends
called but Thomas never answered, and eventually they
stopped calling. He just stayed in his room and wrote about
his father, and everyone read it. The book was published his
junior year of high school, so Thomas dropped out and never
attended college. He suddenly found himself too busy with a
few fancy talk shows and emotional interviews to even think
about where his life was headed before the book. Eventually,
those calls stopped coming, too.
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The thousands of fan letters Thomas received were kept in
a big square box under his bed. Many of the fans wanted
to know when they could expect a sequel or when he was
going to be publishing something brand new. Some of them
wanted to know if his father’s death was a metaphor for
something bigger, which of course was ridiculous. Thomas
never responded to their letters, but he hoped they still
valued his book anyway. When he needed reminding of his
success, he would read five or six of the letters, but that was
a rare occurrence. Thomas made quite a bit of money off his
father’s death, and it seemed like no one would let him forget
it. When he braved going out in public, his guilt trailed right
along behind him with his shadow. He somehow persuaded
himself he was capable of writing another book, and he
convinced his mother, his agent, and even himself that
he had a bright future as a writer ahead of him. When his
twentieth birthday arrived and another book had not been
written, Thomas knew he had let everyone down.

to him. He couldn’t remember what he did before it. He went
to school, sure. He went out with his friends and dated girls
and played sports before, and now he didn’t do any of those
things. He let his father’s death define his life, and now other
things seemed as average as Thomas himself. Thomas wasn’t
able to write anything else because he had never actually
done anything else. He simply lived off of the money he
made That One Time. He hadn’t truly lived at all.

Thomas wasn’t sure he even wanted to write another book,
let alone could. All he knew was that he wanted to figure out
what kind of fatherless life he was living. He didn’t want to
be particularly social or talk to anyone about his loitering
grief, and he didn’t want to go back to school because he
thought he was simply too mature for that. He simply
desired to be left alone with his average things, his cat, and
his thoughts. He just wanted to be himself, once he figured
out who that was. But everyone just wanted and expected
him to write more books.

“What do you think, Italics?”

The thing was, Thomas did not know anything about
writing; the one book he had written, that just so happened
to be a bestseller, was written by a scared teenager who did
not know how to exist without his father. He didn’t write
the book to become famous or make money or be on talk
shows. He wrote it because he didn’t have anyone to talk to
or anyone that understood what he was going through. His
father’s death had left him with emotions that were foreign

When he actually sat down at his laptop and tried to write,
Thomas only ended up disappointed. Sometimes he would
make it a game–no eating until you finish five pages. No
going to the bathroom until you come up with a swell
idea. Pretend your ass is glued to the seat, dude, and write
something. But it never worked. His hunger, his weak
bladder, and his serious lack of imagination would always
win out. When Thomas needed to create some dialogue, he’d
often turn to his cat for advice.

Thomas realized he really needed to get out more.
Thinking it might get the writing-mosquito to bite him and
drain out his paralyzing self-doubt, Thomas got an easy
job as a copy editor for the local newspaper. If there was
one thing he was good at, it was correcting other people’s
writing, and the fact that he had not written in three years
didn’t seem to bother Thomas for a little while. Being a
copy editor gave Thomas a power over others’ writing that
he simply didn’t have over his own. Sometimes Thomas got
a kick out of walking down the street to the local athletic
center, which not only featured a wide selection of games
and clubs, but town meetings. He never went there to work
out or even socialize with those more athletic than him,
which was everyone. He went there simply because the
athletic center had a hallway containing several offices and
even more bulletin boards with flyers and posters for local
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events. One of his favorite things to do was to correct the
grammar on these flyers and posters. It gave Thomas a sense
of accomplishment, correcting others, so every Thursday
afternoon he walked to the athletic center with a black
Sharpie (permanent marker, so people couldn’t correct his
corrections) and a smile on his face. One Thursday, Thomas
obeyed his routine and went straight to the bulletin boards.
While he was resuming his unusual hobby, an athletic center
employee approached.
“Hello, do you mind if I get around you to put up another
flyer?” she asked.
Smiling, Thomas replied, “By all means.” (Note: This was
already the longest conversation Thomas had had in a year,
not including talks with Italics.)
The employee, about Thomas’s age, smiled back at Thomas,
looked curiously at the Sharpie in his right hand, and pinned
the flyer to the board. She stepped back, and Thomas snuck
a look. He thought the girl was very pretty, with her hair in
a nice ponytail and her shorts politely placed halfway down
her thigh, but he never would have been able to get up the
courage to talk to her more…
“What’s your name?” the employee asked.
“Tom,” he replied. Tom? Thomas had never gone by “Tom”
in his life.
She smiled. “Hi, Tom. I’m Melinda.”
“Nice to meet you…” Thomas said awkwardly.
She perused his average outfit. “You wear very interesting
clothes for someone at an athletic center,” she said jokingly.
Thomas laughed nervously and didn’t respond.
After waiting for her to retreat and watching her walk away,

Thomas inspected his new victim. The flyer was for “Writer’s
Anonymous,” a group claiming to assist individuals with
serious writer’s block. This inappropriately placed and
completely unnecessary apostrophe intrigued Thomas. It was
a silly idea, but Thomas convinced himself he would attend
the meeting in Room 219 that night if only to tell these
people that their punctuation was horrible, and how dare
they call themselves writers.
Thomas had been sure the group would consist of maybe
twelve or thirteen middle-aged writers, all women who
exchanged notes on their writing and maybe talked about the
classics. He was expecting more of a book club among friends
and found instead eight serious members, all different ages,
though there was not one under the age of forty. All eight
heads turned and stared when he entered, positive that
Thomas had meant to go next door for college interviews or
chess club or something more appropriate to his age.
Thomas ignored their eyes and spoke to all eight. “Which
one of you is responsible for the apostrophe on this flyer?” he
asked.
After glancing quickly between Thomas and each other,
the entire room erupted in laughter. A bulky lady dripping
with group authority, a published psychologist who kindly
introduced herself as Sharon Smith, explained that the
inappropriate apostrophe was an experiment – a test to see
how many people would notice, and who would come by the
meeting to correct the “mistake.” Apparently Thomas had
passed the test. He simply stood there, embarrassed that he
had been tricked into attending a social gathering, and he
was clearly going to have to be, well, social.
“You clearly have a knack for catching punctuation mistakes.
I smell a writer,” Sharon joked, assuming accurately. Thomas
nodded. “You should sit down, the meeting is about to start.”
Thomas followed Sharon’s suggestion. “Everyone, this is…?”
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He addressed the small crowd. “Thomas. Thomas Hill.”
“Hi, Thomas,” all of them responded in unison.
“What do you write?” Sharon asked.
“Last year I published a memoir, Steep.” He replied
reluctantly.
“I thought I recognized you from your picture in the back.
It was about your father’s death, I believe. Very beautifully
written, Thomas.”
“Thank you.”
Thomas sat awkwardly as he was introduced to the
remainder of the group members: bestselling mystery writers
Octavia Wilde and Chris Hobbes, award-winning short story
contributor Spencer Hughes, fallen-from-grace journalist Eli
Hume, renowned playwright James Mars, published poet
Simon Laurent, and Ronald White.
Ronald White, a seventy-nine year old with an impressive
mustache, was a retired journalist for Time Magazine.
Nursing homes couldn’t touch him because his health was
seemingly off the charts, and he had an incredible knack
for talking himself out of situations. He thought he knew
everything about everything because he was alive during
the Great Depression and WWII and the invention of the
Slinky. He traveled the world and self-reportedly broke
numerous hearts. He used to work in the film business, but
then decided he hated it and worked at ice cream shops
and theme parks instead. He figured he was too talented to
settle down in one job and decided to try them all until he
ultimately decided on Time before his retirement. Thomas
discovered all of these things about Ronald in one meeting.
He could tell Ronald liked to talk, and Thomas was surprised
how much he liked to listen.

After the meeting was over, Sharon grabbed Thomas’s arm
before he could leave too fast. “You should come to more
meetings, Tom! I know a lot of us would love to hear more
about your book and what you’re working on currently.”
“I haven’t been working on anything, actually,” Thomas
replied.
“Oh. Well, you should still come by. We all have stories to
share, Thomas.”
She smiled pleasantly, squeezed his arm gently, and let him
leave.
Thomas sighed as he left the room, unsure if he would be
attending the next Thursday meeting.
“It’s Tommy, right?” Ronald asked as the two walked
through the front doors and out of the athletic center.
“Thomas, yes.”
“Why did you really come to the meeting, Tommy? You’re
a bit young to have writer’s block,” he said while he looked
Thomas up and down, as if his clothes would give away
something about his character.
“Thomas,” he corrected. “And apparently not.”
“How old are you?” Ronald asked.
“Twenty.”
“Why, you’ve barely lived! Writers write what they know, and
you haven’t lived long enough to know anything.”
“My father died. I know about loss.” There he was, bringing
up his father’s death again.
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“I read your book; it was quite good.”
Thomas was surprised.
“So what. You know about death, that doesn’t make you a
writer. Have you ever been in love?” Ronald asked.
“If you don’t count seventh grade, then no.”
“Doesn’t count, kid. Have you ever been to war?”
“No.”
“Have you ever been to prison?”
“Nope.”
“Do you like stories?”
“Yes, sir, I quite like stories,” Thomas replied quickly,
expecting another question to follow.
“Well, I have done all of those things. I’m Ronald. I’ve lived
through the Great Depression, WWII, and the invention of
the Slinky,” he said. “And I’ve got many stories to tell you,
son.”
Ronald spoke about trips to India and Belgium and
adventures that, one would think, existed only in movies. He
spoke about a lost love, his Julia, that died of cancer so long
ago and his desire to be reunited with her. He also spoke
about a son who tragically drowned, which now left Ronald
with a paralyzing fear of deep water. And he spoke about
a life lived to the fullest–something Thomas simply knew
nothing about.
It became a routine for Thomas: meetings on Thursdays
and story time with Ronald. Each time Thomas learned

something new about Ronald, he slowly learned new things
about himself. He stopped sleeping in past noon, he tried
foods he’d never even heard of, and he slowly came out of
his grief shell. He found himself trying again. He still hadn’t
written anything, and he didn’t care. He was done with
stories of death and loss and family. He didn’t think about
his dad as much, and Thomas and Ronald provided the
family member the other needed.
Just six months after he had met Ronald, Thomas attended
another Thursday meeting. He saved a seat for Ronald
and was eager to hear another compelling story after the
meeting was adjourned, but Ronald never showed. So
Thomas returned home to his average apartment and his cat,
unsatisfied and a bit worried.
Thomas was frightened when he entered his apartment. He
was not frightened because there was an intruder and he was
in danger, or his cat caught him off guard, or anything like
that. He was frightened because the light on his answering
machine was flashing. It never flashed. Thomas didn’t know
anyone other than his sedated mother, his money-hungry
agent, and Ronald; and they knew not to call him because he
hated to talk on the phone. He pressed the flashing button
and listened to a nurse explain the situation: Ronald was in
the hospital. Due to the fact he had no surviving relatives
or immediate family, Thomas was listed as his emergency
contact. Come immediately.
Thomas made the drive to Merritt County Medical in his
crappy SUV in thirty minutes with traffic because his average
house was only eight miles away. MCM wasn’t very pretty
on the outside–he could see the paint clearly chipping–and
the parking lot seemed to last several miles. Then again, it
wasn’t perfect on the inside either. When he was seventeen,
and his father was brought to the same hospital for a simple
operation, Thomas noticed that the walls were all some
sort of green shade. “Why are the walls all mint-colored?”
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Thomas asked his mother while they were sitting in the
waiting room, but she didn’t respond. She’d had a bad feeling
about his father’s procedure.
An eavesdropping nurse at the front desk was the one who
answered. “Green is supposed to be a calming color.”
When it turned out that Thomas’s mother was right, and his
father’s surgery had gone unexpectedly, Thomas didn’t feel
calm at all.
So Thomas hated hospitals, but not just because of his
father’s death and the stupid, mint walls. He hated hospitals
because they smelled weird, and he wasn’t a sick-peopleperson. Thomas also hated surprises; discovering Ronald
had cancer was no exception.
“Mr. White has Adenocarcinoma,” the doctor said.
“What does that mean, Doc?”
“He has non-small cell lung cancer,” he replied, “stage IV.”
“Well, is there anything you can do? Treatment? Anything?”
Thomas asked.
“When he was diagnosed awhile back, Mr. White refused
treatment. Said it was for personal reasons,” the doctor
replied indifferently.
Thomas decided he also hated doctors.
He debated buying flowers or something for Ronald but
ultimately chose not to. The old man would just throw them
away, Thomas thought, because he clearly isn’t planning to
take them home. He approached Ronald’s room afraid and
prepared for the possibility that he was about to lose another
father.

Ronald mustered a smile as Thomas entered. “Couldn’t stay
away, kid?” He asked.
“I was the only one they could get ahold of,” Thomas replied.
“I had to come.”
“Well, I suppose you are the closest thing I got to family
at this point. Plus, admit it, writing group is a little boring
without me, huh?” It was then that Thomas noticed several
vases of flowers around Ronald’s hospital bed. The good folks
from Writers Anonymous clearly did not share his qualms
about gifts for a dying man.
“Ronald, why didn’t you tell me you had cancer?”
“It was going to be my next story.”
Thomas felt betrayed by a man he barely knew. Ronald was
very important to him, and he had thought Ronald felt the
same way. “Don’t you understand? This isn’t fair, I should
have known sooner.”
“I wanted you to know about my life, not about the
inevitability of my death. Life’s a better story.”
“So, are you going to tell me another story about your life, or
what?” Thomas asked.
Ronald did. He told Thomas about the lung cancer and how
he had made peace with everything. He told him about his
strong yearning to be reunited with his late wife and son
and how they’d been waiting for him all these years. He told
him that there was simply no one else, and Thomas was his
beneficiary.
Thomas continued to visit Ronald in the hospital, though the
place still deeply disgusted him, and Ronald told Thomas a
great last set of stories. He spoke about the first film he ever
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worked on and the first time he had ever met a celebrity. He
talked about all of his impressive interviews for Time, one of
which was with John F. Kennedy. He recalled the first time
he ever went to Writers Anonymous and how he’d thought it
all was a little strange at first, too. Then Ronald slowly began
to open up about more personal things.
“You know, kid, in the war, I saved a man’s life.”
“How?” Thomas asked.
“He had been shot and left in the open like bait. The soldiers
on the opposite line were hoping to draw us out.”
“What did you do?”
“I waited. It was hard because the man, ‘boy’ is more
accurate, was screaming–he was in a lot of pain. He couldn’t
understand why we wouldn’t come and get him, but it was
still light out. It wouldn’t have been safe for any of us,”
Ronald replied.
“So you waited until it got dark,” Thomas guessed.
“And then I crawled over to him as quietly as possible,”
Ronald finished.
“Amazing.”
It didn’t get more personal than when Thomas put his arm
around Ronald as Ronald cried and discussed all of the pets
he’d had, friends that filled a void, and how they were buried
in his backyard. On the fourth day visit, Ronald died with
Thomas’s arm still wrapped around him, a smile on his face,
gratitude for a great life in his heart, and some stupid joke
under his breath.
The nurse that was in charge of Ronald’s care gave Thomas

the keys to Ronald’s small cottage, which was not far from
the hospital and even closer to the athletic center. Ronald’s
house was just as quaint as Thomas had imagined–very neat,
with records and awards and old copies of Time tidily placed
throughout. Thomas could imagine Ronald telling stories
to his wife and son on the couch that still sat in the living
room, and drinking an expensive beer–from Denmark, or
Germany, or somewhere exotic–at the bar in the kitchen.
Knowing that Ronald was gone and would never see his
house again had an interesting emotional effect on Thomas.
He’d had a hard time going through his own father’s
belongings, but it wasn’t as hard to do so with Ronald’s. Box
after box brought nothing but happy memories and prolific
stories of a man he barely knew. Some of the most notable
items in the boxes consisted of old pictures of his wife and
son from the Great Depression era, a Purple Heart from
WWII, and something that Thomas presumed was one of the
first Slinkys ever made.
There was one box, neatly placed on Ronald’s bed, with
his name on it–“Thomas Hill: Apostrophe Man.” Thomas
opened it and inside found an old typewriter. So, Thomas
Hill sat down to write the first thing he had written in three
years. He wrote about Ronald, but not about his death. He
wrote about life.
***
Thomas gave Melinda a kiss on the cheek as he entered the
athletic center.
“I’ll see you after your meeting,” she said with a wink.
Thomas and his twenty-two-year-old self entered the large
room–their meetings had been moved to room 216 to
accommodate their significant number of new writers–and
took his usual seat. He left the seat beside him empty, and no
one tried to take it. They all knew it was for Ronald.
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Soft discussions were going on around him as people glanced
at Thomas and back at each other. Thomas smiled.
Sharon stood up and straightened her skirt, preparing to
address the huge group. “Alright, everyone, quiet down
please. Now, what did everyone think of Thomas Hill’s new
novel?”

Maa-sha-Allah1
Lucas Foley

My family did not fabricate
my name across that dotted death sentence.
An instant before it happened, I smelled
the lethal smoke. My comrades’ eyes
screamed for me to cry to Allah and accept
the lead embrace. A warm kiss graced
the back of my skull, delivering me to the dream-like
darkness that awaits us all.
In this photograph, my crumpled body sprawls
on the dusty earth; tribute to the bloody covenant
of my people. My eyes are white, my irises, gone.
Maa-sha-Allah.
The bullet found sanctum in the deep folds of my mind.
Your gunpowder religion is trying to penetrate
the minds of the saved. Instead, I did Allah’s will,
and I will gain seventy-two bosoms as payment.
My son will grow and do as I did.
Your nation mocks me. Your religion kills me.
Do you see the blood of my forefathers?
It is there; there with my brains on the dirty street.
This blood will run thick until you die my death.
Maa-sha-Allah.
Do not crumple my corners.
They mean more than the image, but your people only see
my death and the hope that comes from it.
For me to die a martyr brings joy
to both our nations.
Are we not the same?
This river of blood will run from my sandy
grave to your concrete mountains.
Maa-sha-Allah.
1. “Whatever Allah wants” (Arabic).
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Artist Statement:
Emily Vaughn
I use my art as a way to work through and appreciate
anything, from difficult conflicts in my personal life to
beautiful coincidences out in the rest of the world. Each piece
is a self-centered exploration that I expect will help me gain
some sort of acceptance or understanding. I hope they will
take on a greater purpose, though, and maybe give the viewer
something to take away, too.
I am a junior in biological engineering, and under ideal
circumstances I will be doing whatever job it takes for me to
live on a boat with sails.

Houses I
Emily Vaughn
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Houses II
Emily Vaughn

Houses III
Emily Vaughn
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Hearts
Emily Vaughn

Flow
Emily Vaughn
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Dinner Bells
Emily Vaughn

Abandoned
S. Kate Thompson
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Naidu

Wilted

S. Kate Thompson

S. Kate Thompson
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Glory

Swallowed

David Lewis

David Lewis
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Nickel on Copper
Dakotah Daffron

Dancers
Daniel Stevenson
This image is a compilation of over 115 3-D parametric equations plotted in
Mathematica. In the software, this picture can be rotated in any direction for 365
degree viewing.
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Artist Statement:
Paul Prudhomme
These photographs are part of a larger series which is made
up of portraits of strangers around Mississippi. Each subject
was asked to stand for his or her portrait, usually doing what
I first saw them doing from afar. I learned through taking
the portraits that a photograph of a person can in some
ways tell a lot about the person, but, in other ways, withhold
everything else about the person’s life. These photographs
were character studies, in a way, helping me learn a lot about
the people in them in just a matter of seconds. In her book
On Photography, Susan Sontag writes, “to take a photograph
is to participate in another person’s mortality, vulnerability,
mutability. Precisely by slicing out this moment and freezing
it, all photographs testify to time’s relentless melt.” I couldn’t
agree more.

Bach No. 2
Raeley Stevens
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Highway 25, Carthage, MS

T.J. with his goats

Paul Prudhomme

Paul Prudhomme
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COOLEY
On April 7th, 2014, Dr. Skye Cooley sat down with
two members of The Streetcar staff, Field Brown
and Hannah Humphrey, to discuss his recent trip
to Sochi for the 2014 Winter Olympics and his
work with the Olympic News Service there. With
his interest and experience in Russian politics,
his view of the country during his stay proved
to be especially interesting and fruitful for
future research and study. Of course, he also
brought back quite a few, sometimes laughable,
memories from his Sochi experience to share with
our staff. At the end of his interview, Dr.
Cooley also outlines how a student with related
global interests could follow a similar path
as his.

The Streetcar: So I guess the first basic question is, what
is your official title at MSU? And how long have you been
here?

Mrs. Eutelle White
Paul Prudhomme

Skye Cooley: Well, I’m classified as an Assistant Professor
here at Mississippi State. I guess my official title is an
Assistant Professor of Public Relations, but I also teach
Political Communications. We’ve been here for two and a
half years—my wife and I.
TSC: How did you become interested in Russian Politics?
SC: Well, my wife is Russian. Originally from the Ukraine.
I always had kind of an interest, as an undergraduate, in
political stuff. I did a lot of research on the Middle
East. I worked on a couple of softwares—Profile Plus is
one of them—that later became kind of vogue in social
science research. And so I had a good training in those.
I did a lot of work with International Relations stuff.
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Then when I met my wife, I naturally gravitated toward
[Russian politics]. First, to learn the language so I
could communicate with her family and her, because when
we first met, her [English] wasn’t fantastic. I kind of
learned, so I learned a lot about Russian culture. So when
I visited, it kind of fell in line.
TSC: That’s really cool. So how did you get to Sochi? Were
you just a visitor?
SC: No, no! I’ve had a lot of various jobs in my life. I
worked for a military contractor part of my life. Part of
that is that you learn a lot of language skills. I’ve been
married for about seven years, so I had already learned
to speak Russian. And then I have a lot of publications
on international relations and affairs and various things
like that, particularly with Eastern Central Europe and
North Africa. So when I originally wanted to go to Sochi
with my wife’s dad, who was a judge in Russia, I felt
obligated to at least give it a try. So when the Olympic
News Service contacted me and told me, “Hey, we’ve looked
at your stuff. If you want to come work with us, we’d love
to have you,” I told them that sounded great. And that’s
how the conversation sort of started.
TSC: So did you actually report to them? How did that work?
SC: Yeah, yeah! The way it works, is that the Olympic
News Service does all the wire services for anything that
basically ends up in any news sources. They have their own
news stories, sort of like the Associated Press or the New
York Times. It’s basically a lot of transcript stuff. I
had never really done reporting, frankly speaking, but I
had done a lot of other writing and research. And they were
interested in the political angle. The lady that I worked
for was Ms. Louise Evans, and I think at one point she ran
all of ABC, definitely all of the Australia side of it. And,
boy, she was tough to work for. It was a complete culture
shift from the academic life where you don’t have a direct
supervisor yelling at you because, you are 3 seconds from
finishing a transcript. But, she was great. When I first
got there, there were all these tests you had to take, all
these language tests and yada-yada, and they fit you with
your skills. Obviously my language skills were in Russian
and I came from the U.S. and from a political point of

view, so they matched me with that. I wrote news stories
on that, and I did a lot of interviews with athletes—both
for news stories, and for the wire. So, we did stories
and we did work for the wire, which was basically a lot
of transcriptions.
TSC: Other than the direct supervision difference that
you had between that and academia, was there anything else
that was just shocking?
SC: Well, I used to work with military guys like all the
time. So I was used to that culture, a very hierarchal
structure, with a very “this is what you do” and “no
questions asked” sort of culture. So the big shock for
me was really coming to academia, which was really a
much slower, more deliberative process. Things work at
glacial speed, but it’s really a constant sort of push.
The goal with academia is there is always a long-term
vision of what we want to accomplish. With the military
and with news, there is not always a focus on the longterm. Academia, man, it’s slower. Normally, everything is
by committee. When I got to the ONS, it was exactly like
when I had worked for Crisis Response International. And
I like it. I think I work better in that environment. Some
people don’t. Some don’t like having the stress of always
having someone in your face, but I did. I enjoyed it a lot.
If you want a good contrast, and I mean night and day, it
is academia and ONS.
TSC: Okay, so do you have any really interesting stories?
SC: At the opening ceremony, one of the cool things about
Sochi, is that it was really pretty. Despite some of the
reports, it was quite gorgeous. And one of the coolest
memories I have, is walking back at night. You could
literally walk from the Olympic Park alongside the beach.
You’re on the Black Sea walking. You’re headed south,
and you can see the mountains. The night of the opening
ceremony, I was taking my little walk. I had been there
about a week. Out in the Black Sea, you could see gun
ships in the distance as they shot all the fireworks. It
was really interesting. Especially if you compare that now
to what is going on in Crimea and these Eastern Central
European places, where Russia has passed this measure now
that these territories can come in and become part of the
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Russian Federation. I didn’t really notice the military
presence there the whole time. What they had was what
they call a soft police. And they would walk around, and
they were dressed in purple. Purple is kind of a friendly
color. You don’t really take a guy seriously dressed up in
purple like Barney in a purple hat and a purple uniform.
TSC: No, not at all!
SC: Well, they had these people everywhere in purple.
It wasn’t until a week in that I realized that was the
security force there. The only time I saw more of a
military presence was when the U.S.A. and Russia were
playing hockey. And I don’t know why they did this because
there wasn’t a huge American contingency there. There was
no chance of an American revolt. I don’t know if they
did it for show or propaganda or what. But during the
game, all outside in Olympic Park, they had security with
machine guns. That was the only time you ever saw them.
You got used to seeing the soft presence, and then, all of
the sudden, you see these guys walking around, strapped up
to the nines with weapons.
TSC: It would have been pretty cool to go. So I hear you’re
saying Sochi [Sach-ee]. Is that how you pronounce it? Is
everyone pronouncing it wrong? All I’ve heard on TV and
stuff is Sochi [So-chee].
SC: Yeah, they’re all pronouncing it wrong. It’s Sochi
[Sach-ee], yeah. Actually, the Olympics weren’t in Sochi,
they were in Adler. Sochi is like one big resort.
TSC: So, as someone who is not only really interested in
politics, but you teach politics, was it a neat experience
for you to be there right before all this stuff happened
with Crimea?
SC: Interestingly enough, I actually wrote for the Clarion
Ledger while I was there. I was doing a research project
while I was there as well, really looking at gender and
sport and the media portrayal of that.
TSC: Pussy Riot was interested in that, too, weren’t they?
SC: Yeah, they were! They actually did a riot or something.

They were arrested by the Cossacks if I’m not mistaken.
So another thing that was odd is that they brought these
Cossacks, which are these historical, warrior guys, and
they’re famous for being brutal horseman. And they brought
these guys in, and they don’t have a police function. I
guess they were just there as an intimidating presence,
and because they are a part of Russian culture. I was
writing for the Clarion Ledger, and they asked me to do a
few pieces on Crimea while I was there. It was interesting
to me for a few reasons. With U.S. media, there are a few
things that we just don’t question. For example, when you
think capitalism, you sort of think “good,” and the United
States military a positive connotation rings through. And
it is just not that way with the rest of the world.
Particularly in Russia, it is almost just a completely
different perspective that comes through. They don’t view
the rebuilding of the Soviet Bloc in such stark, Cold War
terms as we do. Instead, they see NATO, which existed as
a Cold War counter-balance to the USSR, and they look at
that as still in existence after the fall of the Bloc as
a threat to their interests. And you see the European
Union and their trade agreements with the United States,
and they see that as a threat to their interests. The EU
courting Poland and all these other nations, and they see
that as a threat. Part of that is because they are an
autocratic regime. But, even if it was a pure democracy,
that would still be threatening. If you can imagine, all
of a sudden Canada and the EU were all of a sudden friends,
and they have all these relationships. You would want that
buffer. And I think what they did in Crimea was not much
different, maybe, than what we did in Panama in the 80s.
TSC: Yeah?
SC: Kruschev basically gave Crimea to Ukraine in the 60s.
At the time it didn’t make any difference. He did it
sort of whimsically. The idea of that going westward and
being part of them losing that strategic base was just an
unacceptable reality for them. And it was interesting to
me that towards the end [of the Olympics] that became one
of the dominant lines [in the news]. And I talked to these
Russian kids, and they were all like, “What the hell,
man? Why is everyone making a big deal out of this?” and
not really understanding it. I think if you look at the
Olympics, and I’m looking into this without really doing
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any research into it, though I intend to, but I think that
one thing that the Olympics did accomplish was giving a
strong sense of cultural pride to Russia. I’ve been there
six or seven times, and this was the first time I’ve seen
younger college-aged kids really excited to be Russian.
And I think they failed miserably at it, but I think the
intent was to give a face-lift to Russia for the modern
world. I think it introduced a new city. The idea was that
it wasn’t in Moscow or St. Petersburg, so it eliminated
that Cold War [feeling]. And I don’t know if they were
successful painting that image to the West, but certainly
internally it gave that sense of unity and power. People
want to be Russian, and they want to be part of Russia. A
lot of it was centered on cultural pride.
TSC: And is that what you are going to focus your research
on now?
SC: Yeah, I looked at propaganda studies in North Korea
and Syria. I just published an article on North Korea.
I’ve looked at Syria, Libya, and the U.S. intervention
in those countries and how it was packaged. Like, how
do you justify the U.S. going into Libya? And then in a
very similar circumstance in Syria? At least, the way it
is packaged. How do you justify not going in? Removing,
for example, the political realities, and focusing on how
it is presented to the public. The question becomes, as
a nation-state, how the United States packages another
country. When we talk about Iraq, we don’t talk about
it in terms of reasons why we went in, we talk about it
in abstractions like freedom, liberty, the promotion of
capitalism and equality. How do you package that to sell
Libya [to the American public] and not sell Syria? How
do you do that? With these packaging frames, you end up
boxing yourself in. When you think of North Korea, you
probably instantly think some sort of bad stuff, like that
bad leader or that crappy Team America movie, and that’s
just because of how it is packaged. And once a nation has
these bad frames, how does the United States go back and
work with that country? The idea is that, once you create
these negative frames, does it create an inability to go
back and work with that country, at least publicly? I
think you can see that sort of going on with Russia, and
that’s what my research focuses on.

TSC: That’s really neat! We’re both English majors, and we
both are interested in postcolonial studies. We’ve read
a lot of Said, Orientalism, and we talk a lot about the
Other.
SC: Yeah, yeah. Oh, cool! It’s exactly the same thing.
Once you present someone in an oppositional tone, it is
really hard to go back and work with those people.
TSC: I guess this is our last question. If you spoke with
a college-aged kid, and they wanted to have an experience
similar to what you’ve had, what steps would say they
need to take, connections they need to make, or something
similar to put them on a path where they could do something
similar?
SC: I’ll tell you what drives me crazy in academia: kids
taking Spanish and other languages at community colleges.
If you look at government agencies and the way that their
language skills are set up, for the FBI and CIA, those
agencies are going to require that you speak a language,
and the ability for that language is going to depend on
their need for that language. So something like Farsi or
Russian—they speak Farsi in Iran—those are high rated
languages and they need those languages. So you only have
to speak it at like a level 3 proficiency. But with Spanish
and with how many people there are who are bilingual, you
would need almost a level 5 proficiency. I think languages,
in general, are just something that students do to get
through the motions, and they’re just sort of taking it.
That does allow you to think a little differently, but what
are you getting out of it other than a couple of credit
hours? I think taking languages a lot more seriously and
thinking, “Hey, how can I use this?” and “Where would I
like to go?” Germany, for example, has a lot of high-end
manufacturing jobs. It would be wonderful to know that
language. I think kids fall into the trap of “I took a
bunch of Spanish in high school, I kind of know it, I’m
familiar with it, and I think I can pass it.” The first
thing is to find a language.
I think any time you can work with something related to
public policy or public opinion, work with those kind of
things. And then finding professors. I found professors in
undergrad that I sort of liked what they did. I think,
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for students, you don’t have to know what you want to be
when you graduate college. It’s more of finding what kind
of skills you want to have as a professional, irrespective
of what that profession is. That opens the door, not
necessarily the degree. Those skills matter tremendously.
There are so many resources that students underutilize:
finding a professor whose research interests you and working
with that professor, a language skill that would help you,
and then internships while you’re in college. When you get
out on the job market, what you need immediately is cash.
While you’re in college, though, those burdens aren’t
weighing on your mind so much and are probably lower than
they will ever be. You probably still have some kind of
support from your parents or might be on scholarship, so
there is some room. And you have people who can facilitate
some sort of internships that are beneficial to your career.
Another thing I would say is a study abroad. We’re going
to Ireland in 2015. There are a ton of programs out there,
and the key is to do that while you’re a freshman or
sophomore. You don’t want to wait until your junior or
senior year when you’re tied up with other things. If you
can do that, I think it is really beneficial. It also helps
students find out what they want to do at a time that really
impacts students the most.
TSC: Well, thank you very much!
SC: No problem! Thanks for sitting out on the porch with
me!
				

---

Dr. Skye Cooley is a professor of Public Relations and Political
Communication in the Department of Communication at Mississippi State
University. He holds degrees in International Relations, International
Studies, Political Communication, and earned his doctorate in Mass
Communication at the University of Alabama. Skye has an array of
publications and research awards focusing on Corporate and Political
Crisis Communication. He has traveled extensively through Europe,
Latin American, and Africa. Dr. Cooley has also spent time lecturing,
researching, and traveling throughout the Russian Federation, and has
produced numerous pieces related to U.S. Russian relations. (www.comm.
msstate.edu)

Why I Don’t Ride the Ferris Wheel
Isabelle Lang

Because closing your eyes never helps.
“Diving in headfirst” is not as fun as it sounds—
and it doesn’t even sound fun to begin with.
The feeling of not seeing where this will all go
is like being dangled from a string tied
around your middle: a tight jerk
and then swinging back and forth.
Or like being led on, fooled by charm,
tricked with a smile and a dinner invitation
and thinking what’s the worst that can happen?
Because opening your eyes is even worse.
You inch to the top and the sharp gravel
pebbling the earth is just far away enough
to look like it’ll slice you up in a second.
Planning ahead is just an excuse to imagine
every possible scenario.
Spoiler alert: they all end badly.
Because the blood in your brain rushes so fast it’s
like the sound
of a thousand sea shells stuffed into your head,
and there is no escape from the noise.
Or from the doubts.
Because your stomach spins, your head spins,
the candle, the menu, the wine glass,
the breath in your lungs all spin,
and the vertigo only stops when the ride does
and you leave.
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Shimmering Eyes in the Deep

What Have I to Think of Death?

Holding a candle to the beauty that flows from her lips
could never compare to the shining light upon her whole self.
As the light fades into nothingness, I gaze into an
embodiment of
Lust:
The sparkle that escapes from your depths drives a
force into me—
one that has not been known since the beginning of time.
You are the voice of life.
Your sour nectar tastes sweet to the Earth.
Looking, hoping for a sight unseen by many,
I peer into your very essence.
It’s the same everywhere I go.
Blue, blue, blue.
How can I judge the way you sway?
You have produced my ancestors and the ones before them,
yet, we decide your fate.
Your shimmering eyes that look up at us
are but a portion of what you have.
From the depths, your rage boils—
we hear the sound of your beautiful anger.
You are the source of life and the harbinger of death,
and we are your hopeless leader.

What have I to think of death?
To what degree & to what depth
Ought I to indulge in this debt
Which all mankind must pay?

Lucas Foley

Kenneth Jack Faught

Death, that portal to another place,
That villain that I am certain to face
That reveals to me a future grace,
The second in which I pass away.
Grace, my hope of life again,
& not mine only, but ev’ry man
Of faith who’s reached the end;
Such grace can only make a way.
Faith, I’ve read of thy possessors,
Whose hope held fast like iron anchors,
Of thieves, & apostles, & Godly martyrs;
To them & to thee I owe my stay.
Blind Samson & brave who believed,
In his final hour after being deceived,
Gave his life for the faith he received
To crush those who kept him prey.
Oh contrite thief who did bleed,
Next to Heaven’s only Seed;
Bold in belief of redemption’s need,
Did you enter paradise that day.
& Stephen, most blessed did pass,
In wisdom he spoke to a hardened mass
‘Til their anger rivalled the stones they cast,
& he to the Savior with no delay.
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Beloved John, aged in isolation,
Last days spent writing a revelation,
Outliving every brother under the sun,
To die alone a Patmos castaway.

Artist Statement:
Thomas Quinn

So what have I to think of death?
To this degree & to this depth:
That Christ overcame & paid the debt
That sentenced me to decay.

There is a tree by my house felled by a storm one night—the
largeness of the thing cracked by lightning and then torn
apart by wind. The stump stands alone, ragged, each massive
splinter like a steeple barreling its way into the heavens.
Taken by the storm, the tree top rests a few feet away—
the leaves, hesitant to believe the rumors, maintain their
color. A brief wind gives the appearance of breath. A large
inhale, a slow exhale. A few days later, after the leaves forget
their color, the tree is removed and the ground remains
unchanged.

Christ, most worthy of this petition,
Do hear what I ask in repetition:
Preserve my soul from perdition,
Once this body returns to clay.

In Anna Kamienska’s “A Prayer That Will Be Answered,”
she writes on what will happen after her death. She begs
the Lord to first let her suffer before passing but also to let
her surroundings live on unaffected; she begs for the grass
to stay green, the day to rise brightly, and the world to
continue. The most earnest of her requests, however, is for
her poetry to stand strong and resilient for the ages, to let it
stand “clear as a windowpane,” to let the metaphysical live
longer than the physical.
It is the idea of my poetry standing longer than my body that
“lord let me suffer much” was written on. Will my poetry
stand clear as a windowpane? When I am finally cracked by
lightning and torn apart by wind and my stump splinters into
Heaven, will my poetry impact the earth or will the ground
remain unchanged?
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You Will Know

lord let me suffer much

Grandfather’s fields had fallen to the winter,
but the heat resurrects, and when the
Mississippi air boils then you will know
what the summer means to the man.

Reading Anna Kamienska’s
“A Prayer That Will Be Answered”

Thomas Quinn

The way summer burns holes
into old straw hats and buries the pond in dryness,
runs the creek out of its bed.
Those fields that fell now rise
like bread in the heat, but Grandfather’s
name is no longer on the fence.
Strangers prepare the field,
mound up the dirt in neat rows.
And now the Mississippi air is boiling,
roaring up from the ground in a haze.
The clouds have forgotten themselves, and the rain will know
absence and nothing else.
The cotton still grows, but the leaves are wrinkled
prematurely, and the fiber of the bulbs look dull, hard,
cracked like the creek.

Thomas Quinn

Sitting on the porch, I watch
rain make a fool of the
dog and turn anthill monoliths into
muddy graveyards.
And today in the
wetness I: drink from the
heaviness in the air,
feel the fickle wisp of wind
on my spine, hear the
breaking of syllables on
the ridges of my spine.
And to find Kamienska’s
windowpane of truth, death, and
translucency?
It is elusive.
It is a bumblebee smeared
into the wetness of glass.
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Outside the Smeared Bumblebee Windowpane

Father’s Adirondacks

As a child, when the field
was still loved, Father held his
early morning devotion, and
the smell of coffee brewed
for Mother was heavy—
muffling the morning.

Mother stood over him—
a shadow cast but not received.
His hands, thick and used,
bore themselves into long planks.

Inside, by the window,
I sat and watched the field
outside of the house:

Growth from those hands—
saplings bursting from
callous, trees springing from
ravines in his palms, all of it
winding smooth into a
bladed back and an armrest.

Thomas Quinn

Children bristling through cotton stalks.
Mothers showing them how to eat and be watchful.
Fathers standing partially hidden in the safety of
the tree line.
But now, as an adult,
the old cotton field is ignored,
scorned, overgrown with purple
loosestrife.
Remnants of the plowed rows
score the ground like ancient
dunes that have forgotten that time
moves forward.
The carcass of a fawn lies in the
middle: a fleshed Ozymandias.

Thomas Quinn

“Make them sturdy, Michael.”

“And footstools to match?”
There was a pause, a
long breath between his hands.
A slow inhale,
a final sigh.
Father, like breathing
a labored life into Adam,
exhaled the footstools:
strong for Mother.
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Vieux Carré

Michelle Wait
Pirate’s Alley sweet with licorice and burning sugar cubes.
Ladies and Gentlemen calling from the balconies.
Selling Honi Soit Qui Mal Y Pense1 on Iberville.
Sailors hungry for Storyville, got to get off the stern.
“Ey, Ey, Fanny turn dat red light on!”
Tchoupitoulas2 running with the river,
Changing like the jazzman’s tune.
Bourbon is half on fire,
Neon and florescence humming along.
“Well la ti da suga, la ti da.”
Down on Decatur the Doctor is in.
Wailing whistle, making me some kind of blue.
Canal with them streetcars of desire,
Separating business from pleasure.
“Ay lil’ mama, whatcha got goin on?”
---All dat noise and all dat sin just wouldn’t wash away.
All dat noise and all dat sin keep callin dem in.
All dat noise and all dat sin just couldn’t wash away.
All dat noise and all dat sin keep em crawl’n in.
They talk about the shame and how that levee broke.
They talk about the government and how it washed color off
that pavement.
They stopped all that talk about the music and sang them
blues hard.

---And we danced in the streets and sang our own song.
One broken down Beetle, punch bug, don’t punch back!
Some guy selling telephones and a show beneath
that trench coat.
We are blind to the line where the water stopped.
Visiting a city of tents,
Walking tight on the foundation.
We pretended we were strangers, and a gold tooth
read our cards.
Mine said hangman, and we bought a voodoo
doll on Charles.
She told me my fire was brighter than my light.
I admired her bracelets and charms.
She told him his line for life and love was long.
His laughter chimed with the jingle jangle of the coins sewn
in her dress.
We danced past the Cathedral and stopped to smoke
at the Square,
Stumbling upon history, we pissed on its name.
Nothing blue here, only new.
We had not a row to hoe and less and less dollars
to our name.
I wanted to make wishes and threw away the change.
Wishes made with copper, making a splash.
“I could live here forever,” my ruby lips sipped his words.
They tasted like life and him. His words made me dizzy.
He gave me balance and we continued on.
We missed the history and drank love and youth,
Stopped to ask a stranger for directions.
Lost and found.
He said go as the crow flies.
Dreams burning like Betelguese,
We have a billion years before that star don’t burn.
1. Loose Translation: “Shame to him who thinks evil of it” (French).
2. Tchoupitoulas Street runs along side the Mississippi River in New
Orleans, Louisiana.
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Spacefarer’s Lament
Cameron Clarke

I wake up to the same old scene:
Darkened room shimmering with a foreboding
metallic sheen,
Surrounded by utilitarian environment, entirely
devoid of green.
My home is a complicated machine run by
supercooled graphene.
More than three thousand years ago I set out on a mission,
What was my goal, what solidified my decision?
To save mankind from self-extinction,
By finding a new home at some favorable right-ascension
and declination.
I’m scouting for worlds that, like Earth, can be a passive host,
Planets not yet discovered with the conditions needed
for an outpost,
We want to ensure the survival of our species at the most,
Because our race for so long has been content to just sit
around and coast.
My mission time frame has but half elapsed,
And communications with Earth have finally collapsed.
Prompting the question, “Has our hard-earned peace
just relapsed?”
For now I can only guess “perhaps.”
Am I near my goal at last—Could I be there?
To check the calendar—How could I dare?
I can barely distinguish now from where,
At speeds that nearly to light compare.
When tumbling down the cosmic stair,
Time runs right past me like a hare.

A minute’s an hour and some spare;
A day equals two months elsewhere.
Back in the Past, I left my wife,
And all else that defines my life.
While the Future, like a bloody knife,
Still appears to be full of strife.
Room for failure? There can be none.
How wild! to be shot from a gun,
Success rates low: just two to one.
Why quit now when I’ve almost won?
But my mission’s goal eats away,
Reminding me we’ve gone astray.
The human race until this day
Has had its fears of death allayed.
And now it seems there’s no more Hope,
Atop civilization’s slope
Mankind yet meets the hangman’s rope.
Killing every last stupid dope.
My spirit, like a burnt out coal,
Wants a familiar hand to hold,
Lest loneliness should claim its toll,
And replace joy with a black hole.
Resigned at last, lost in wonder,
All connections rent asunder.
Plenty of time left to ponder
My fate: to forever wander.
I’ll search for other souls to warn,
Of the great danger of self-harm,
While hoping for some new alarm
To tell me of Earth’s last disarm.
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Nike

Four and a Half Feet Tall: A Death in the Family

Harsh Aegean wind wraps folds of fabric
around the twin pillars of her muscled legs,
grace and strength meeting in carved marble.

“That shit fucked me up, man.
(That shit fucked a whole lot of niggas up, man.)
Yo man, I loved that nigga O, too. (Say word.)
That was my motherfuckin heart.”
- The Notorious B.I.G., “Miss You”

Catherine Dunn

Like a bird alighting on a branch
but turned to stone in an instant, she is ready and waiting
to be released by Zeus.
Perched atop the prow of some unnamed ship,
her wings are outstretched, like a pair of cupped hands.
Her flowing silks ripple, smooth curves of
her breasts beneath.
Her arms, once reaching skyward, are now gone
like her head. Silence above hard marble body
has replaced her wild cry of victory.
Feathers lifted like sails,
she is forever poised for flight,
the thrill of triumph still flooding her stone veins.
Though the goddess is headless,
her eyes are somewhere aflame.

Field Brown

In Act 5, Scene 1 of Antony and Cleopatra, Caesar discovers
that Antony is dead. His servant, Decretus, delivers the news
to him. Caesar’s response is, in my opinion, the best lines
Shakespeare has given us:
The breaking of so great a thing should make
A greater crack. The round world
Should have shook lions into civil streets
And citizens to their dens. The death of Antony
Is not a single doom. In the name lay
A moiety of the world....
						
(lines 15-20)
In other words, the natural world, and other people, did not
respond to the loss in the same way Caesar did. His world
had just been shattered, yet the world kept on going like
nothing had happened: no lions in the street, no loud sounds,
no nothing. Just another body laid underneath the ground.
I read this play two months after my Aunt Rose passed
away. I thought to myself, “Yes, Shakespeare understands
the nuances of my pain.” When she passed away, I thought,
“Does not anyone else notice? Has their world not changed?”
But it had not. They did not know her like I did.
I used to visit her house on the weekends. She loved Fred
Sanford. You know Fred Sanford, don’t you? The man who
took television by storm with his junk machine business. The
widower who got away with making fun of Puerto Ricans
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and white folks on national cable television. The man who
was always one moment away from having a heart attack.
The man who was always poor, yet always one scheme away
from getting rich quick. However, the plan would always get
thwarted. In classic tragicomic fashion, by the end of the
show you had laughed and cried your eyes out. He brought
you one bad decision away from pure bliss and back into
the depths of the beautiful yet banal poverty of black life in
America in the 1970s.
My Aunt Rose was single, also. She divorced her husband
before I was even born. She would say she did not care about
him anymore. But, I knew that was a lie, because she was
always talking about how much she did not care about him
anymore. He was a crook, she said. He even burned the
house down for the insurance money. I always thought of
Fred as her true soul mate. She used to work at a daycare at
a Presbyterian church, but as her health got worse, she had
to stop working. Before I went to kindergarten, I would stay
with her all day while my parents were at work. Other than
my brother, who was already in the second grade, she was
my best friend.
After I started school, I still made a point to see my Aunt
Rose. I would ask my dad to take me over there if we had
not naturally gone in a while. When I was in high school,
in between school and work, often times I would go to her
house as she watched Maury, Judge Judy, Jerry Springer,
or a soap opera. She would always talk about how “crazy
those folks were.” She liked the Los Angeles Lakers, too. She
did not keep up with any other sports teams, but she loved
the Lakers. She would always talk about how smooth Kobe
Bryant was on the court. I was a Spurs fan, so we always got
into it during playoff season. It seemed like they faced off
against each other every year for at least ten years, and every
series was classic. Tim Duncan, the gentle giant, versus Kobe
Bryant, the black mamba.
My Aunt Rose was a short woman—about four and a half feet

tall—but her personality made up for every inch she did not
have. I would go over to her place, and the set up was always
the same. She was in her recliner, and I would lay out on the
couch with my shoes off. We would be watching TV, and she
would start talking. She would begin by saying something
about the folks on TV, and then she would ramble for about
an hour about whatever was on her mind: about racist white
Republicans, about her Indian neighbor she was suspicious
of, about how her brothers did not come see her enough,
about how she did not call anyone on the phone, about h0w
¾ [of] people called her, about how great Fred Sanford was
back in the day, about her lazy sons, about anything. I would
sit and listen saying, “Mmmm. Yeah. Right. Naw. That’s
something else. Crazy world, ain’t it?” Whatever seemed to
fit. I would get my two cents in, too. I would tell her about
school and whatever it was I had recently accomplished.
She would always say, “Boy, you really something else, ain’t
you?,” or “Aww, shuckee now! Look at you!” She was always
proud of me.
Before I would leave, she would always say, “Come see me
again, now, you hear me?” and then give me a big hug. Her
hugs were memorable. She would always get her fingernails
into my side and make me laugh. Even after I went to college,
I would always come to see her on the weekends. I went
home when I had time. Her kidneys got real bad, and she had
to go on dialysis every Tuesday and Thursday. She began to
look really frail, and she would always talk about how skinny
she was: “Look at me,” she would say, “I ain’t got no meat
on my bones no more.” However, she was doing really well.
After all, they told her to lose some weight.
Her life came to an end all too soon. I did not see it coming.
My dad told me over the phone. He said, “Son, I’ve got some
bad news for you.” And then he told me: Aunt Rose died. It
was a heart attack. I did not know what to say. I did not cry
or anything. I asked him if he was okay. After all, it was his
sister. He said he was fine. We hung up shortly after. There
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was nothing else to be said.
I went home for the funeral that weekend with my brother.
When I saw her picture up front, and they started playing
hymns about “going on t0 see the Lord,” the tears came out
of nowhere. I did not expect to cry, but I bawled my eyes out.
I laid my head on my mom’s shoulder for at least ten minutes
and just sobbed. An usher gave me some tissue. My mom just
said, “Oh, baby, let it out. Let it out.” She held me like I was a
baby and rubbed my back. I felt like a little kid.
Aunt Rose was the first person I knew well that I saw go.
It took a while to set in. I will never talk to her again, and
in some ways, it stings more with time. For example, when
the Spurs play the Lakers, I think to myself: I wish Aunt
Rose were around to talk about this with. Or when I win a
scholarship at school, I think to myself, Aunt Rose would be
proud of me. But, she’s gone, and she is not coming back. As
it says in the Good Book, she went the way of all the earth.
No more visits to her house on weekends to hear her talk
about how she loved Fred Sanford. No more talks about how
crazy this world is, and about how them damn Republicans
won’t give Obama a break. No more talks about Kobe Bryant
and how smooth she thought he was on the court. She was
about four and a half feet tall.
No more visits to the hospital for dialysis on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. No more hugs as I would tell her bye on the
porch. No more helping her down the steps of her house to
get into the car to go to go Wal-Mart or helping her walk
around in Wal-Mart when she got tired. She was about four
and a half feet tall.
At least you are saved, Aunt Rose. That is what is most
important. My daddy said he preached the gospel to you
a week or two before you died, and he said you said you
believed. We worried about you sometimes, Aunt Rose,

because you stopped going to church like you used to. But,
my dad said that he is sure that you were saved. Another lady
at the funeral said that she would come by your house to give
you bread and wine for communion when you were too sick
to come to church. She said that she would pray with you
every Sunday you could not make it to church. Why didn’t
you tell us about this, Aunt Rose?
No more hearing you complain about your son getting too
fat while driving those eighteen wheelers. No more hearing
you complain about your other son not getting a real job and
not moving out of the house. No more watching Maury, The
Jerry Springer Show, and Judge Judy. You’re with Fred,
now, and I am sure you two are having a great time. And I
know this sounds selfish, but who is going to compliment me
like you did now that you are gone? No one could brag on me
like you. Who is going to wear Mississippi State shirts to her
dialysis and tell the nurses about her baby nephew who is
doing so well in college? Where am I going to hear the “Aww
shuckee now!?” She was about four and a half feet tall.
No more hearing you talk about your crooked ex-husband
who burned the house down to get money from the
insurance. No more misery of thinking about your son who
left this world before you did while in the Air Force. No more
taking care of spoiled white kids at the Presbyterian church
downtown. No more honey buns and ham sandwiches with
you from the store owned by the Chinese man down the
street, but they sure did taste good while they lasted. She was
only four and a half feet tall. Does not anyone else notice? No
lions? No noise? Why was your funeral so damn small? You
people just don’t know: her death was not a single doom. In
my Aunt Rose lay a moiety of the world. Biggie, I feel your
pain: that was my motherfuckin’ heart.
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How to Travel to the Edge of Time
Catherine Dunn

The sun will rise like a scythe,
a fire opal splitting the sky.
Search the forest until you find the largest sequoia,
a solid mass of hard bark topped by limbs and leaves.
Arch your neck, awestruck at the sight
of a three hundred foot monolith.
It is a Parthenon column supporting the sky,
It is tall enough to reach Orion’s belt,
It is Abraham’s staff at the entrance to the Promised Land.
Beneath the tree, something soft will caress your leg;
a panther with red eyes, a rumble in its throat,
and an eggplant-purple sheen on its pitch-black hide.
It will ask you, “Would you taste the sea at the edge of time?”
Follow it through the forest as day darkens to night,
And drops of sunlight emerge as fireflies.
The sea is a mirage, glittering to the horizon.
Drop to your knees, drink in the sweet scent
of a sugar sea unstained by salt.
It is a curio cabinet with a single mallet inside.
It is a trickster at the helm of this ship that will take
us far away.
It is a god of wrath strangling the throat of humanity—
And this is where time begins.
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